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I. Introduction  

 

According to researchers, in 2015 there were 400 + original scripted English-language 

series in U.S. prime time alone. (Holmes, 2015) A 2012 article by Brian Stetler in The New York 

Times entitled “Youths are Watching, but Less Often on TV” noted that while television 

remained America’s primary pastime, with an average of four hours and 39 minutes consumed 

by individuals on a daily basis, increasing numbers of youth were getting their media 

programming elsewhere through alternative broadcast methods such as YouTube, Netfix and 

streaming. (Stetler, 2012) In order to entice the average U.S. audience member to continue 

watching writers provided a “hook” as a means of engaging and retaining their attention. The 

delivery of the hook comes via the well-established Cold Open.  

The Cold Open is a short mini-act at the beginning of a television program placed before 

the opening credits, used to set up the episode and catch the audience’s attention. (Sandler, 2007) 

These teleplay writing devices were first developed in the early days of television as a means of 

engaging audiences.  

I will discuss the emergence of the form, what constitutes a Cold Open and the various 

types, the structure upon which Cold Opens are based, and how said structuring leads to either a 

successful Cold Open or a failed one.   

 

II. The Emergence of the Cold Open: A Brief Development History   

 

With the advent of programmed television in the late 1940s and the linking of both the 

East and West coasts by coaxial cable in 1951, programs became broadcast simultaneously 
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nationwide. Television soon outpaced both radio and motion pictures in terms of content 

requirements, leaving producers and writers, to fill the need. (Herman, 2013) To fill the void, 

writers initially turned to creating live content for such shows as Kraft Television Theatre (1947-

1958), Studio One (1948-1958), The George Burns and Gracie Allen Show (1950-1958), and I 

Love Lucy (1951-1956). These shows were “in house” productions, meaning each was broadcast 

live in a studio. The spacial constraints of studio productions put extreme limitations on the 

writing as multiple location dramas proved difficult to coordinate and record in the limited 

physical space.    

Live programming eventually gave way to filmed shows, which freed up artistic potential 

for programs. No longer tied to the limitations of studio shooting, writers could explore exterior 

locations. (Herman, 2013) The release from spacial constraints allowed the Cold Open to 

emerge. There was no need to pre-establish the narrative context of a program’s episode before 

the use of film for television due to the limitations set by live recording. A standard title 

sequence would play out as the actors ‘readied for the show to open. The title sequence let 

audiences know what broadcast was about to air. With the turn to film, the requisite time to 

ready for the show’s open was no longer an issue. The emergence of four large networks – NBC 

(1944), Dumont (1946), ABC and CBS (1948) – caused increased competition for viewership 

and advertising dollars. Writers needed a hook to lure audiences in and keep watching to the 

commercial break which initially fell midway through a half-hour show. The Cold Open offered 

one such avenue to catch and maintain an audience.  

Despite the need to retain audiences, there was no rush to embrace the development of 

the Cold Open. In the 1950s, there was no standard as to which show used the device and which 

show did not. The decision was left to the writers. Cold Opens were first used in dramas, but not 
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situational comedies such as the The Honeymooners (1951-1955), and Father Knows Best (1954-

1963). Comedies tended to employ a title sequence, whereas dramas (westerns and law oriented 

shows for the larger part) such as Bat Masterson (1958-1961) and Perry Mason (1957-1966) 

used the Cold Open.  

Though Cold Opens were known in the early 1960s, few American programs used the 

device. Virtually no half-hour situation comedies (sitcoms) ever made use of the Cold Open 

before 1965. At that time, shows that had forgone Cold Opens now took the device up as part of 

an industry wide trend. For example, the wildly popular Gilligan’s Island (1964-1967) did not 

use a Cold Open during the first two seasons, but adopted the device for the third and final year. 

By the late 60s, the majority of one hour dramas such as Mission: Impossible (1968-1973) and 

Hawaii Five-O (1968-1980) engaged in the Cold Open, while a great number of half-hour sitcom 

such as The Beverly Hillbillies (1962-1971), Gomer Pyle U.S.M.C. (1964-1969) and Bewitched 

(1964-1972) followed suit. During that time, the majority of daytime soap operas began 

employing the format. 

Cold Opens allowed for the establishing of the plot without having to introduce the 

regular characters. Writers began to embrace the practice more readily. The Cold Open acted as 

the series synopsis, which would be included in the title sequence.  Notable examples include 

The Man from U.N.C.L.E. (1964–68) and Star Trek (1966–69).  

In the 1970s and early 1980s, shows began to employ highlights from the previous 

episode before the Cold Open, but half-hour sitcoms began to move back to opens with the title 

underscored by the theme song. Shows that did employ the Cold Open used a short sequence that 

had little or nothing to do with the post title sequence story. Cheers (1982-1993) is noted for 

using this Cold Open form.  
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 Since the 1990s, a Cold Open is considered standard practice across the spectrum of 

shows. Few forgo use of the device. Noteworthy exceptions are those works of animation, 

namely, South Park (1997-Present) and the long running The Simpsons (1989-Present). The 

former leads in with song and dance numbers (albeit animated ones) while the latter has a slight 

variation on the Cold Open, utilizing the same set up but with slight alterations for each episode. 

 Dramas use variations on the Cold Open to distinguish a show from similar fare. Each 

open for the three variations of the CSI franchise – CSI: Crime Scene Investigation (2000-2015), 

CSI: Miami (2002-2012), and CSI: New York (2004-2013) – followed the same basic premise. 

The open set up a crime before launching into the title sequence underscored by a The Who 

scored theme song. Buffy the Vampire Slayer (1997-2003) and the show’s spinoff, Angel (1999-

2004), both used independent, yet similarly structured Cold Open story set ups. These devices 

bred familiarity between the two shows and enticed cross show audience viewership, especially 

during cross-over episodes where one show’s plot affected the outcome of the other. 

Occasionally these set ups incorporated the main cast for the show; at other times regular cast 

characters were not shown.  In ensemble cast shows such as NCSI (2003-Present), the team 

members who would be featured prominently in that week’s episode would often show up in the 

Cold Open. Shows that utilized a central protagonist but still operated as an ensemble, such as 

House (2004-2012) would open with a case problem, rarely incorporating the main cast. The 

second half of the two-part episode finale for the fourth season of Buffy the Vampire Slayer used 

a standard Cold Open that was dismissed at the at the midway point of a two-part episode. 

Instead, the second half of the episode features a recap of the events witnessed in the first 

episode.   
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During the early 2000s, U.S. soaps experimented with straight opens but at present, all 

have reverted back to a variation on the standard Cold Open. The show opens where the last 

scene of the previous episode ended. Occasionally, the entirety of the previous scene is played 

out again before a few more plot developments are revealed Cold Open fashion.  

The Cold Open remains a standard in television writing. Though variations on the 

conventionalization exists, the majority of shows continue to follow the same basic patterns as 

when the devices were first introduced in the late 1940s. All Cold Opens serve one need: to hook 

an audience into watching and provide enough intrigue to keep doing so.  

 

III. What constitutes a Cold Open and what are the types? 

 

A Cold Open (also known as a teaser) is the technique or tool used in television scripting 

in which an audience is led directly into a story before the title sequence or opening credits are 

shown. (Whitfield & Roddenberry, 1968) The tool or “hook” is employed to engage the audience 

as soon as possible in hopes of reducing the bleed off, or switching away from a show during the 

opening commercial. (Pollack, 2013) 

An April 17, 1967 third revision draft of Star Trek Writer/Directors Guide by creator 

Gene Roddenberry describes the format of a typical episode utilizing a Cold Open. Under the 

section “The Star Trek Script Format” entitled THE TEASER, he writes:  

  

We open with action, always establishing a strong jeopardy, need, or other “hook”. It is 

not necessary to establish all the back story in the teaser. Instead, we tantalize the 

audience with a promise of excitement to come. For example, it can be as simple as 
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everyone tense on the bridge, hunting down a marauding enemy ship...  then a tale-telling 

blip is sighted on the screen and the Captain orders “ALL HANDS TO BATTLE 

STATIONS.” Fade out, that’s enough. (Roddenberry, 1967) 

 

The general description and usage example covers the basics of what a Cold Open is and 

how one is utilized. There remain variations on the concept. Other considerations demonstrate 

possible interpretations, utilization, and categorization of the device. 

The first form consists of a brief segment that has nothing to do with the plot but focuses 

on qualities of the main characters. The device is primarily employed by situational comedies 

(sitcoms) where a humorous segment, joke, or gag unrelated to the plot plays out. The other form 

of the device sets up the plot. (Cook, 2014) 

Tom Dowd (et. al.) in Storytelling Across Worlds: Transmedia for Creatives and 

Producers, (Dowd, 2013) argues that there are two forms of openings for television. He provides 

different labels for the devices and suggest each serves different purposes. The first form is the 

prologue, which sets in motion story elements for the episode that do not yet involve the main 

character. (Dowd, 2013) The open is plot related, non-cast driven. An example would be the 

opening sequence for the forth episode of the investigative medical drama House (2004-2012). 

Entitled “Paternity”, the Cold Open does not involve any of the main characters, but with the 

episode’s patient du jour and the illness he suffers. The plot follows a high school lacrosse player 

named Dan who suddenly has double vision and collapses on field. (Kaplow, 2004) During his 

brief struggle (barely two pages’ script wise), the audience meets the subject of the story and the 

problem that will consume the episode. The audience does not encounter the main cast until after 

the title credits play against the main theme followed by a commercial.  
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The second form is the teaser; which Dowd considers a true Cold Open.  By his 

definition, the device operates as a hook to immediately draw the audience in to continue 

watching. Though the teaser may be the first few scenes of act one, more often the device 

consists of an independent short scene or series of short scenes that occur in front of the episode 

before the show’s opening credits. The scenes are consistent with the tone of the overall show, 

funny in comedy, thrilling or scary in dramas. In certain dramas the end of the teaser is 

recognizable by the pithy line delivered by the main character, such as those used in the various 

CSI series shows. (Dowd, 2013) In the final Cold Open lines from “Triple Threat,” the 

eighteenth episode from season 5 of CSI: Miami, the investigation of the murder of a real estate 

developer who was dumped onto a giant ice sculpture is the focus. After a fall, the victim’s chest 

is pierced by the frozen blades extending from the sculpture. As pathologist Dr. Alexx Woods 

and lead investigator Horatio Caine discuss the scene, Woods comments, “Shot in the light of 

day in a house filled with people? That's cold-blooded Horatio.” Caine responds, “Correction 

Alexx. It's as cold... as ice.” (Nayar & Miller, 2007) Immediately thereafter, the title song plays.  

This example constitutes a plot related/cast driven Cold Open. Dowd includes non-plot 

related openings that are cast driven under the notion. Shows such as Malcom in the Middle 

(2002-2006) and The Big Bang Theory (2007-Present) also use this form.  

Living in Exile (2014-Present) and Sarah Hughes: A Life in Balance (2002) screenwriter 

James Mendrinos suggests that a teaser is not the same as a Cold Open. His classification of the 

two relies on a distinction of what drives the device. He argues that a teaser is a non-plot, 

character driven opening that is humor based, stating: 
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… [teasers are] an extremely brief scene, usually less than two minutes, that tries to jolt 

the audience into the episode by using a powerful jolt of humor. These quick strikes of 

humor don’t even have to relate to the plot of the script. The idea behind teasers is that if 

the viewer is laughing very hard at the teaser, he or she won’t change the station. 

(Mendrinos, 2004) 

 

Mendrinos finds that Cold Opens “dive(s) right into the first act and try to pull the 

audience in by using conflict.” He further argues that the device holds the traditional purpose of 

investing the audience in the ongoing story through the conflict. (Mendrinos, 2004) 

There is no single classification system for Cold Opens. I posit an easier means of 

classification. There are not two, but three main variations on the Cold Open based on an input 

of two factors: the use of the shows main cast and whether or not the open is tied to the plot. All 

other factors constitute subcategorizations that serve to convolute the examination, utilization, 

and teaching of the device. I divide Cold Opens into the following: 

 

1) Cast Driven/Plot Nonrelated (CDPN) refer to the opening which highlights main 

characters of the show but have no direct correlation to the plot of the episode. Such 

openings are notable because if removed from the story (which happens upon occasion 

when placed in syndication), the larger plotline of the episode is unaffected. 

 

2) Cast Driven/Plot Related (CDPR) references the main cast as part of the open, either 

from the beginning or entering during the segment. The form contain significant 
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information related to the plot and cannot be entirely removed from the narrative without 

damaging the larger story.  

 

3) Non Cast Driven/Plot Related (NCDPR) indicates when the main cast is not part of the 

open but the sequence relays information or points out significant elements of the plot. 

Though the information issued is important, the removal of the opening will not totally 

compromise the plotline. 

 

By dividing Cold Open structures in this way, the device may be analyzed to determine 

what contributes to one retaining interest while another fails to do so.  

 

IV. The Cold Opens Structure  

 

Each television program demands a different approach to the structuring of the Cold 

Open.  The table below (see figure 1.) exemplifies a cross section of different shows structure 

their Cold Opens. The categorization demonstrates that while all fall within the three proposed 

categories of Cast Driven/Plot Non-Related, Cast Driven/Plot Related, and Non-Cast Driven/Plot 

Related, each are structured individually, and display unique qualities.  

Figure 1.  

Show Title 

& Series Run 

Format Genre Primary 

Form 

Cold Open Structural Elements 

Alias  

(2001-2006) 

1 hour Action CDPR 15-minute Cold Open. Recaps previous story.  

Batman  

(1966-1968) 

½ hour Action/

Comedy 

CDPR Alternates between current/prior episode. Series 

offered two-episode stories. The first had a Cold 

Open, the second recapped the week prior’s story. 
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Breaking Bad 

(2008-2013) 

1 hour Drama CDPR Continues previous episode’s cliffhanger. Seasons 1 

& 2 use straight Cold Opens. Seasons 3, 4, and 5 

feature flashbacks of a dead character, add depth to 

the world, highlight themes, or show/allude to event 

that will occur later in the episode. 

CSI 

(2000-2015) 

1 hour Drama CDPR Opens on bystander’s point of view of a crime. The 

majority of Cold Opens end with a main cast member 

tossing out a One-Liner about the crime.   

The Drew 

Carey Show 

(1995-2004) 

½ hour Comedy CDPN  Uses stand-alone skits apart from show’s continuity 

(ex. a guest appearance by animated character or 

Drew battling aliens.)  

Farscape 

(1999-2003) 

1 hour Science 

Fiction 

CDPR Sets the plot or establishes episode’s theme. Oft times 

set up a joke at a characters’ expense. Each Cold 

Open ends with crew in distress, cueing the music to 

the opening. 

House 

(20014-2012) 

1 hour Drama NCDPR Show episodes’ new patient getting sick. Often 

utilized ‘red herrings’, wherein a secondary character 

is focused on before a different character is revealed 

as the episode’s victim du jour.   

Law & Order 

(1990-2010) 

1 hour Drama CDPR Opens with narration over title card. Shows either 

discovery of a body or a crime. Last 30 seconds, 

detectives open the case.   

Lost 

(2004-2010) 

1 hour Action/

Drama 

CDPR Establishes episode’s central character, often going 

into the first flashback/forward before title cards.  

Six Feet 

Under 

(2001-2005) 

1 hour Drama NCDPR Begins with death of a non-regular character to be 

embalmed during episode. A title card displays their 

name, dates of birth and death. 

Star Trek 

(1966-1969) 

1 hour Science 

Fiction 

CDPR As short as under 20 seconds (“Impulse”, 

“Scorpion”), to as long as 6 + minutes (“Ship in a 

Bottle”)  

Star Trek: 

TNG 

(1987-1994) 

1 hour Science 

Fiction 

CDPN  Open scenes unrelated to main plot. Focused on 

interaction between characters before the Cold Open 

ends with the real plotline about to emerge. 

The L Word 

(2004-2009) 

1 hour Drama NCDPR Set from a year to decades in the past. Features 

characters not previously seen, but who tie into the 

episode’s plot. 

The Office  

(2005-2013) 

½ hour Comedy CDPN  (U.S. version) Short, one scene gag unrelated to 

episode’s plot. 

The West 

Wing 

(1999-2006) 

1 hour Drama CDPR Sets up the problem(s) the cast encounter during 

episode. Often, a self-contained scene loosely 

attached to the plotline; a humorous episode-related 

clip; or a truncated extra act. 

 (What is a Cold Open?, 2016) 

 

1. Structural Qualities  
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The four common and observable qualities in the Cold Open of all the listed shows are  

duration, point of view, character utilization, and delivery. Each quality serves to place the form 

in one of the three proposed categories. There are other potential qualities such as the handling of 

time within the Cold Open, plot entry point, character entry point, the use of ‘red herrings’, 

recaps, etc. I argue that these four qualities are the most important structural elements given that 

each Cold Open addresses them.  

 

a. Duration 

 

Duration is the easiest to quantify of all the common elements of the Cold Open. As the 

name implies, the element refers to the run time (in the case of the show) or page count (in terms 

of the script) of the Cold Open. In researching Cold Opens, a commonly encountered question 

concerned how long should the device be. As noted in the table, Cold Opens run from 20 

seconds in the case of select Star Trek episodes to as long as 15 minutes for episodes of Alias. 

The average appears to be about three to five pages in terms of the teleplay. Naturally, half hour 

shows (primarily sitcoms) tend to be shorter given their truncated script length limitation of 

around 22 to 32 pages. (TV Script Standards, 2016) One hour dramas, which have an overall 

page limitation of between 45 to 63 pages (TV Script Standards, 2016), tend to have slightly 

longer Cold Opens between five and eight pages. As with all aspects of the Cold Opens, each 

show evolves a standard operational structure suited to the program’s particular needs.  

 

b. Point of View 
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Each Cold Open operates from a specific point of view to indicate what the audience is 

seeing. The perspective may be from a specific angle. At other times, the perspective will be 

through a particular character’s eyes. (What does POV mean?, 2016) Properly executed in the 

Cold Open, the use of Point of View enhances the audiences’ experience, allowing the viewers to 

connect with a character, characters, or the story. 

Point of View works to place the Cold Open within the three potential divisions. The 

perspective determines whether the form is Cast or Non-Cast Driven, given that there are 

basically just three types in teleplay writing: First Person Limited, Split First Person Limited, 

and Omniscient.  

In the First Person Limited Point of View, the audience tracks one character throughout 

the entire Cold Open. The majority of this type of open involves a single scene, but sundry cover 

multiple scenes where the focal character will be in each scene. The audience experiences what 

that main character experiences. (Terruso, 2007) The Point of View is best suited to one of the 

two cast driven Cold Opens: that of the Cast Driven/Plot Related or the Cast Driven/Plot Non-

Related.  The Cold Opens for the police drama Bosch (2015-Present) follow Detective 

Hironimus Bosch as he is led into an investigation. The audience trails the detective using his 

point of view, and demonstrates the First Person Limited Point of View.  

The Split First Person Limited Point of View utilizes a limited number of characters per 

scene. (Terruso, 2007) As with the first person limited view, this perspective best suits those 

shows dedicated to cast driven Cold Opens. In the show Enterprise (2001-2005), the Cold Open 

contains one of the ship’s crew. Teleplays that use ensemble casts employ a perspective that 
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includes a plethora of characters. A Cold Open rarely begins with multiple non main cast 

characters.  

Lastly, the Omniscient Point of View presents scenes involving anyone anywhere, 

regardless of temporal and spatial factors. (Terruso, 2007) Six Feet Under (2001-2005) often 

utilized this point of view for the Cold Open.  Each Open incorporated multiple viewpoints of 

past events taking place in multiple locations which led to a death that would thematically relate 

to the plot. Sometimes these events would occur at different times over the course of the Cold 

Open. The point of view is also associated heavily with those shows I categorize as Non-Cast 

Driven/Plot Related, and to a lesser degree as the Cast Driven/Plot Related and Cast Driven/Plot 

Non-Related. The Point of View is the most universal categorical perspective.  

The Cold Opens for Forever (2014-2015) and Young Indiana Jones (1994-1996) are 

prime examples of the perspective. Crossing temporal and spacial boundaries, the Forever Cold 

Opens alternate between past and present using flash forwards and flash backs. Young Indiana 

Jones splits Cold Opens between Indiana’s present existence (which would have been seen as the 

audience’s temporal past) as he begins recounting an adventure that occurred in his past. 

Occasionally, the Cold Open begins with the past event before spinning back to Indiana’s 

present.  

In general, the First Person Limited Point of View Cold Open is associated with single 

character driven shows. Popular in the early years of the Cold Open with such shows as Bat 

Masterson and Have Gun, Will Travel, the device continued to be used on into the 70s with 

character focused shows such as Mannix (1967-1975) and Quincy (1976-1983). While the First 

Person Limited Point of View is still occasionally used, the advent of ensemble oriented shows 

has led to a decline in its use. 
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As afore-noted, Split First Person Limited Point of View is often used in multi-

protagonist shows. This perspective is also popular among sitcoms such as 2 Broke Girls (2011-

Present), The Big Bang Theory (2007-Present), and Community (2009-2015).  

The Omnipresent Point of View is well suited to action, science fiction, and horror genres 

since these particular shows rely more on suspense building. An omnipresent view of the villain 

making plans, a comet spiraling toward earth, or a psycho stalking his victim (respectively) 

serves such ideas well because the perspective leads the story directly into the action. This point 

of view creates more distance from the character and his/her thoughts which draws focus on the 

actions of the character. (Sundberg, 2011)  

 

c. Character Utilization 

 

How a character is used within a Cold Open also helps determine placement within the 

three categories. The clearest distinction is whether or not the characters appear in the Cold 

Open. The majority of shows have a standard method in which the main character(s) are used. 

Shows such House, Six Feet Under, and Criminal Minds (2005-Present) which fall into the Non-

Cast Driven/Plot Related category, do not engage the shows cast in any capacity until the 

beginning of the first act. Others such as Lost and Bones (2005-Present) engage the characters 

from the start. The Cold Opens of the various CSI franchises serve to set the plot in motion, and 

serve the Cast Driven/Plot Related categorization. Sitcoms broadly use the characters as a gag set 

up or character joke unrelated to the narrative and fall to the Cast Driven/Plot Non-Related. 

 

d. Delivery 
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Within each Cold Open, there is a pattern that works with the three qualities of Duration, 

Point of View, and Character Utilization. Each are delivered in the same manner; within the 

traditional beginning, a middle, and an end structure. Cold Opens essentially fall within 

Aristotle’s Poetic categorization of narrative structure. (Aristotle, 2016) Regardless of their use 

of the three qualities or relationship to the plot, the opens tend to follow the same linear 

structure. The Cast Driven/Plot Related Cold Open from the final revised draft of the Star Trek 

episode “Where No Man Has Gone Before” follows the natural flowing pattern present and 

serves as a workable example:1 

 

FADE IN: 

1 PHOTO PLATE – TIGHT ON EARTH’S GALAXY 

 

CAMERA PULLING BACK to establish the saucer-shape,  

the vast cloud of sums and planets. 

 

    KIRK’S VOICE  

This is our galaxy a gigantic 

cloud of suns and planets, in  

which or Earth is but a pinpoint, 

one speck of dust. The galaxy is 

so vast that even traveling at 

millions of miles per hour it 

would still take millions of years 

to cross through it. 

 

Then CAMERA PANNING the photo plate away from 

Earth’s galaxy to reveal the gulf of empty, black 

space dotted only by a few milky spots of phos- 

phorescence, which mark other galaxies millions of 

light years away. 

 

KIRK’S VOICE 

And yet, as incredible as it seems, 

it is itself only one of untold  

billions of other galaxies, each  

 
1 Spacing for the example has been adjusted for formatting concerns.  
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separated by voids of emptiness 

so vast that time, matter and  

energy may not even mean the same 

out there. 

 

2      EXT. - U.S. S. ENTERPRISE (STOCK) 2 

OUR starship APPROACHING CAMERA through fairly 

dense star background, at first only a pinpoint in 

the distance, then flashing into view and PAST CAMERA. 

 

      KIRK’S VOICE  

The U.S.S. Enterprise. Until  

now Its task of space law  

regulation, contact with Earth’s 

colonies, and investigation of 

alien life, had always kept the 

vessel within galaxy limits. 

 

3       EXT. OUTERSTELLAR SPACE – U.S.S. ENTERPRISE 

   

Moving AWAY FROM CAMERA, but now using only a single 

PLATE of star motion – our combination of this and  

The preceding scene giving the impression of the  

U.S.S. Enterprise moving out of the galaxy and through 

Thinning stars toward that black void of emptiness 

Beyond. 

 

     KIRK’S VOICE 

    But on star date 1312.4 its massive 

  Space-warp engines brought it to  

  The edge of that black void. 

(pause) 

My name is James Kirk… commanding  

The Enterprise. Our mission – a  

probe out into where no man had 

gone before. 

 

  

As the U.S.S. Enterprise moves away and out of 

Sight, TITLE ZOOMS INTO FULL FRAME: 

   

      “STAR TREK” 

        (Peeples, 2008) 

 

  

The Cold Open begins, provides information, then closes. The open tells a story. As 

structured, the device could stand alone as a short narrative. Intriguing enough to cause curiosity 

and elicit interest, the tale is missing just enough to make the audience want more. Were the 
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open removed from the script, the narrative would continue unabated. As is, the Cold Open 

introduces the main character - James Kirk; context is provided as to what the prior mission was 

- space law regulation, contact with Earth’s colonies, and investigation of alien life; and the story 

is set up for what comes next - a probe out to where no man has gone before. A duration of 

approximately one and a half pages is established, which uses the standard television notion of 

one page to one-minute screen time (TV Script Standards, 2016) equates to a 90 second Cold 

Open. A point of view is provided, which is that of (again) James Kirk. And lastly, character to 

drive the intro.  

  

V. The qualities of a successful and unsuccessful Cold Opens 

 

Having proposed a categorization system (Cast Driven/Plot Nonrelated, Cast Driven/Plot 

Related, Non Cast Driven/Plot Related) and suggested four structural factors of the majority of 

Cold Opens (Duration, Point of View, Character Utilization, Delivery), the time has come to 

apply these ideas analytically to examples in an effort to determine what makes a Cold Open 

effective or ineffective. As suggested herein, there are specific qualities that emerge from within 

both the categorical designation and the structural points proposed that entice a audience to want 

to flip the page or continue watching, respectively.  I have chosen to draw upon four examples. 

In terms of the successful Cold Open, I look to the season one, 22 episode of Cheers entitled 

“Showdown Part II” as an example of the Cast Driven/Plot Non-Related, the season 4, 23 

episode of Star Trek: Voyager entitled “Living Witness” as an example of the Cast Driven/Plot 

Related Cold Open; and the season 4, 41st episode of Six Feet Under entitled “In Case of 
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Rapture”. In terms of the failed Cold Open, I examine the season 4, 74th episode of The Drew 

Carey Show entitled “My Best Friend’s Wedding.” 

 

i. Cheers – “Showdown, Part II” 

 

As noted in the section covering Cold Open’s history and development, the category of 

Cast Driven/Plot Non-Related is almost the exclusive domain of situational comedies (i.e. 

sitcoms), where the plots (observably) are rarely ‘in-depth’ and do not serve the need to explain 

any part of the incoming narrative. The purpose is merely to entice the audience via laughter.  

Though the Cast Driven/Plot Non-Related Cold Open is character driven, the device 

rarely provides deep insight into said character(s) personal being. Occasionally a surface quality 

is presented, usually in the form of one of the seven deadly sins – vanity, pride, gluttony, greed, 

wrath, lasciviousness, laziness (Tucker, 2015) – and then played off of as a joke, gag, or at a 

character’s expense. Weakness in love, general slow thinking and stupidity, and fear of the 

unnatural (clowns, birds, little people, etc.) are also favorite sources of laughter.  

One of the best examples of a show that relied on the Cast Driven/Plot Non-Related Cold 

Open is Cheers. The Cold Open seldom has anything to do with the larger plot. On those 

occasions when the opening did concern the larger plot, the forthcoming story was alluded to in 

passing. The Cold Open from season one, episode 22 entitled “Showdown Part II” exemplifies 

many of the stronger qualities of the form.  

The setup is simple. The bar is full of patrons, including a regular named Chuck, whom 

Sam (the bartender) is serving a beer. As Sam asks about Chuck’s job search, the following 

exchange takes place.   
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                      CHUCK 

                      I got something Sam, but I’m not 

                      crazy about it.  I’m a janitor at a  

                      biology lab where they do DNA 

                      experiments, making mutant viruses 

                      and stuff. 

                                    SAM 

                      Hey, that sounds like a good job. 

 

                                    CHUCK 

                      I dunno. Makes me a little nervous, 

                      all that weird stuff floating around. 

 

                                    CARLA 

                      Hey, don’t worry about it. I’m sure  

                      it’s safe. 

 

                    SAM 

                      Of course. I’m sure they take every  

                      precaution. 

 

        CLIFF AND NORM JOIN IN REASSURINGLY.  

                                                      

                    CHUCK 

                      Yeah, I guess you’re right. I’m  

                      getting a little paranoid, huh? 

 
                            

 Chuck finishes his beer and exits. As he does so, Carla picks up Chuck’s mug carefully 

with a dirty apron. Sam sprays the bar and stool with disinfectant and all the other regular cast 

member/patrons in the bar begin to do their part to help out. (Charles & Charles, 2008)                         

The Cold Open is a self-contained, exceedingly short scene. Duration is around one page 

and takes up approximately one minute of on-air time. The ‘punchline’ is delivered quickly, 

laughs are elicited, and the truncated story wraps. Any additional material would have been 

merely fluffing the Cold Open, and would serve to lessen the humorously unexpected, 

reactionary ending.  

Told from an Omniscient Point of View, all the regular cast (Sam, Carla, Norm, and 

Cliff) are the responders to the problem presented, which is fear of contagions. The main cast of 
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characters’ act to deliver the humor, reacting with false bravado and dismissive fear. The entire 

act is built around false faces, fear, and a sight gag at the end presented from these characters. 

Were the Cold Open delivered from a single point of view, much of the humor would have been 

lost because part of the joke is that fear and paranoia are contagious, perhaps more than the 

contagions the main characters already fear.   

The episode clearly exhibits the four qualities of a Cold Open, delivering a speedy 

execution of the duration, and does not give the audience time to consider other options. The 

structure offers an Omniscient Point of View, calling upon all characters to deliver the sight gag 

which is conveyed in the manner of a joke. In essence, the Cold Open for the episode is a joke. 

The punchline is set up when Sam asks about Chuck’s job and he reveals his questionable place 

of employment. All that remain is how the characters will respond to the information.   

These qualities - short duration, appropriate point of view, speedy execution, and the 

specific structuring as a joke - all serve to make the Cold Open for the episode particularly 

effective. Were any one of these qualities executed in a different fashion– a longer duration, a 

different point of view, slower execution, or straight narrative – the Cold Open would lose 

momentum and risk losing the audience.                                         

 

ii. Star Trek: Voyager - “Living Witness” 

 

One solid example of a successful Cast Driven/Plot Related Cold Open is the season 4, 

23 episode of Star Trek: Voyager entitled “Living Witness.” (Berman, Living Witness, 1998) 

Voyager’s writers generally turned out well written, well developed Cold Opens which let the 
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audience immediately know when plot developments have gone horribly wrong within the 

continuity of the show. This particular Cold Open excels at achieving this purpose.  

The plot line of the Cold Open is simple. Captain Janeway, in a conversation with an 

alien, agrees to capture another alien in exchange for a means to get back to Earth. The problem 

is that Janeway displays homicidal tendencies when she orders the elimination innocent lives in 

order to achiever her goal. Her action runs counter to the personality traits the character has 

displayed in previous episodes. The Cold Open ends with her releasing a biotech weapon into the 

atmosphere of an alien city. (Fuller, Living Witness, 1998) 

From Janeway’s opening line, “When diplomacy fails there’s only one alternative. 

Violence. Force must be applied without apology,” (Fuller, Living Witness, 1998) the audience 

knows that there is a problem that is not in keeping with the shows continuity. The Cold Open is 

effective because regular audience members know that Janeway is normally a good character. 

The presented version of the character offers an intriguing change. Is Janeway faking evil in 

order to fulfill a need? Has she turned her evil through an unrevealed means? Or is the audience 

being presented with an alternative timeline where there is a reverse of each regular cast 

member? For those new to the show, the open is equally intriguing because the Cold Open 

suggests that the character is preparing to act in an unspeakable manner. These questions leave 

the audience wanting to stick around to find out what and how.   

An excellent Cold Open elicits questions. What the Cold Open for “Living Witness” does 

well is not answer all the questions at once. Instead, the device lets the enquiries linger. The 

audience does not find out any of the answers until a few moments later when she is on the 

bridge, ordering what amounts to the execution of untold thousands of alien life forms living in a 

city on the planet the U.S.S. Voyager is orbiting. When the crew follows through with her orders, 
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the viewers know that: One, she is not faking. Two, she is not the good hearted Janeway the 

series normally presents. Three, the crew are willing participants. The regular viewer is left 

wondering whether or not an alternate timeline is unfolding or whether an unrevealed entity has 

taken hold of the crew. New viewers may wonder what could make an individual so heartless. 

The Cold Open establishes a solid pattern that teases, partially satiates, but does not completely 

fulfill the need for answers. The viewer has one logical choice. Watch the show and find out 

what happens.   

Duration wise, the entire sequence, from Janeway’s first line to her final line where she 

orders the slaughter of innocents, is approximately 3:23 minutes long. The page count is 

approximately three and a third. During that time, the audience is introduced to the majority of 

the main characters (or their evil counterparts), and one of the episode’s lesser antagonists. Given 

the intensity of the scene, the quick pace and short length, the audience is not given much time to 

turn away. Were the Cold Open longer and allowed for more consideration on the campiness of 

the scene from the over dramatization by the performers (a conscious choice written in for plot 

reasons revealed later), the audience might have abandoned the story for more realistic fare.  

The entirety of “Living Witness’” Cold Open is told from Janeway’s point of view, 

utilizing her authoritative position to command the situation. Her need to get the crew of the 

starship Voyager home, and the lengths she is willing to go to fulfill that need are demonstrated. 

Enough of the plot is displayed to elicit intrigue without revealing the answers up front. The run-

through plotline could be told from any number of characters, but the first-person limited point 

of view works for the “Living Witness” Cold Open is an express study of evil from a single point 

of view.  
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The effectiveness of the Cold Open for “Living Witness” comes because the open 

appeals to the audiences’ curiosity and elicits questions, sets a pace within a shortened form, 

follows a single point of view, all of which leads the device to be intriguing.  

 

iii. Six Feet Under “In Case of Rapture” 

 

The cable television series Six Feet Under centers on the intricacies of relationships 

within a family that lives in and runs a funeral home. Episodes begin using a Non-Cast 

Driven/Plot Related Cold Open. The opens showed a non-regular cast member’s means of death 

that was obscurely connected to the episode’s plot. Each of the deceased would then appear in 

the larger narrative, having (presumably) imaginary conversations with one of the primary cast 

members. Once their funeral had been arranged, said deceased ‘moved on’, presumably to their 

afterlife. The exception to the standard was the Cold Opens of the pilot, which showed the death 

of the family’s patriarch in a car accident. He then appeared in his ‘ghostly/imaginary’ form with 

regularity.  

What makes the Six Feet Under opens so intriguing is the precision with which the four 

qualities were handled. Tight and concise, each open tells a complete, yet shortened story. The 

audience is provided necessary information about the character with little bravado. Each open 

contains a memorable twist or at the least, an unexpected turn.  

The Cold Open for the season 4, 41st episode entitled “In Case of Rapture” begins with 

two typical stoner type employees filling sex dolls with helium for a pornographic awards show. 

Placing a plethora of the inflated dolls in the bed of the truck, the employees loosely contain the 

dolls under a wire net. As the two seemingly dense occupants of the vehicle head out, puttering 
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along behind a strip mall, a young skateboarder plows in front of the truck. As the passenger 

berates the driver about almost hitting a guy who walked out in front of him, the pair fail to 

notice the net is freeing the dolls, which rise skyward.  

In the parking lot, an older woman drives along, listening to Christian content talk radio. 

The bumper sticker of her car reads, “I brake for the Rapture.” Seeing the dolls rise into the air, 

obscured against the backdrop of the mall and the sun, she assumes her greatest wish is at hand: 

The rapture has come. She abandons her vehicle and walks eyes to the heavens, arms 

outstretched, saying, “Oh, my Lord! Oh, my Lord! Sweet Jesus! Sweet Jesus! Oh, sweet Jesus!,” 

straight into oncoming traffic. A blinding light ensues complimented by a thud sound. A title car 

emerges reading, “Dorothy Sheedy 1954-2003.” (Cleveland, 2004) 

The Cold Open for “In Case of Rapture” offers all the requirements for a good opening. 

Tagging in at 1:36 minutes, the short narrative is little over one and a half readable pages i.e. a 

duration that is short and to the point. The open offers a glimpse into the characters in the self-

enclosed narrative. Those who cause the problem in the form of an indirect death - the two 

workers – are shown to be inept. The narrative tells the audience enough about the victim 

Dorothy Sheedy; that she is devoutly religious. The conclusion is solid; Dorothy dies. The whole 

story is enclosed within a three act structure. The form shows a clear beginning, middle, and end, 

and follows the common theme of all prior Cold Opens on Six Feet Under; Death comes for all.  

As a stand-alone, the Cold Open could operate as a short film. Yet the development 

serves the larger narrative to come. The characters are relatable because the two workers hit on 

stereotypes that are exaggerated, but still maintain a hint of realism. The twist comes from the 

fact that the fools do not die, but inadvertently contribute to the death of an innocent woman. The 

Cold Open has an intriguing premise, delivered in short order with a near unimaginable twist. 
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Because the open’s structure is recognizable to the show, the audience still wishes to continue 

watching through to the narrative to see what the victim has to say for herself. The Cold Open is 

near perfect. 

 

iv. The Drew Carey Show “My Best Friend’s Wedding” 

 

The Drew Carey Show is known for using Cast Driven/Plot Non-Related, quirky,  

irreverent Cold Opens. Often featuring strange and absurd events, sight gags, musical numbers, 

and guest appearances, the opens observe little in the way of the four qualities, relying more on 

show loyalty to retain the audience. 

The season 4, 74th episode entitled “My Best Friend’s Wedding,” opens on Drew Carey’s 

work place, an office for a Cleveland area department store. Any sense of reality is dismissed 

immediately when the animated Warner Brothers’ cartoon character Daffy Duck shows up 

looking to be interviewed for a job. Thereafter, the entirety of the Cold Open is a series of old 

sight gags and plays on words used in Warner Brothers cartoon.  

The Cold Open for “My Best Friend’s Wedding” is Cast Driven/Plot Non-Related. The 

problem it that the majority of the show’s cold opens employ the structure as a means to tell the 

audience about the cast or a cast member of the show. The Cold Open for “My Best Friend’s 

Wedding” offers nothing about the two featured regular cast members, Drew and Mimi. The 

entire opening runs 4:06 minutes long with no advancement of the gag and leaves plenty of time 

for the audience to consider switching to an alternative program. The open has no relationship to 

the plot and offers just what is at hand to keep the audience interested. When Daffy leaves at the 
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Cold Opens end, the viewer knows that the unrealistic animated event offers nothing more than 

momentary entertainment. The gag is over and there is no reason to continue on.  

The Cold Open for “My Best Friend’s Wedding” is too long for what little subject matter 

the narrative offers. The point of view is either that of Drew Carey or that of Daffy Duck. The 

situation is so outlandish and ungrounded the audience can neither relate to the animated talking 

duck or the man talking to the animated talking duck. The characters of Drew and Mimi are 

utilized as bouncing boards for the cartoon character’s antics, and there is no story structure to 

follow as there is no story. The Cold Open is a poorly constructed one note gag that offers a 

diversion of limited interest, but not one strong enough to ask the audience to stick around.  

 

VI. Observations and Conclusions 

 

The Cold Open is an often overlooked aspect of writing for television. The open bears  

great importance, enticing an audience to stick with a show past the first commercial break and 

into the beginning of act one. Examining current usage and analyzing a broad spectrum of Cold 

Opens show observe patterns in successful ones, as well as those that are associated within the 

failed Cold Opens. 

 Looking at these patterns also allows for a better, more tightly conceived of consideration 

of what a Cold Open is and the various types that the device elicits. The Cold Open is not an 

absolute necessity in the creation of a successful television program. The device should be 

considered a useful tool worthy of larger consideration. And the more one considers the qualities 

that make up a Cold Open and then apply the lessons learned from subjective viewing, 
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examination of scripts, and the act of personal creation, the more one is likely to consider the 

form not just as a necessity, but as part of a larger diagram for success in telescript writing.  
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